Generic drops can differ from brand drops and it may be necessary to monitor patients more closely after switching

The Science behind the Tip

In order to be approved for general use, a generic drug has to show the criterion of "essential similarity" when compared to the corresponding brand-name drug. However, unlike the situation with systemic drugs, this concept of bioequivalence is difficult to prove with ophthalmological drops. While bioequivalence is tested on blood samples in individuals on treatment with systemic generics, there is no acknowledged test of this nature for eye drops. Interestingly, no clinical studies are needed for the acceptance of generics in ophthalmology. The problem arises in the fact that, although the active principle is similar in generics and brands (by definition a generic drug is identical to a brand name drug in dosage, strength, route of administration, performance characteristics and intended use) the adjuvants can vary considerably. This may induce change in viscosity, osmolality and pH which can have an impact on tolerability and corneal penetration.

Today little is known about the interchangeability of a generic ophthalmic drug with the corresponding brand. One study has suggested equivalence of efficacy and tolerance of the generic latanoprost formulation with Xalatan. However another study has shown less efficacy with the generic latanoprost, compared to brand. Poor stability of the substance, difference in the size and amount of drops in the bottle or the structure of the bottle and the bottle tips were some reasons incriminated for poorer efficacy. Safety issues with corneal epithelial disorders have also been described with generics, due to an additional stabiliser compound.

Therefore when switching patients from brand drugs to generic drugs the follow-up should be sooner than usual, particularly in respect to endpoints like IOP and visual field.
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